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FOREWARD 

Thank you for working with us, thank you for 
championing our mission in your community, 
and thank you for believing in the transformative 
power of investing in Native American youth and 
communities. 

Sincerely, 

Ernest Hill 
Executive Director 
Soul of Nations Inc. 

This year was a momentous year for Soul of 
Nations, filled with success and challenges that 
would not have been possible to achieve and 
navigate without your support. Each year, Soul of 
Nations makes its impacts through advocacy, 
professional development, and art engagement.  

In 2018, the Americas faced some unique 
challenges and opportunities environmentally, 
socially, politically, and economically. We know 
that these issues had an even more severe 
impact on Indian County.  

In the coming year, Soul of Nations will focus on 
creating a sustainable and long-lasting impact by 
investing heavily in our programs and initiatives. 
We will continue to deepen domestic and 
international programmatic impact and ensure 
that Native American youth are encouraged to 
excel academically, inspired in the areas of 
business and entrepreneurship, and utilizing 
contemporary art as a positive and powerful 
outlet.  

Thank you for working with us, thank you for 
championing our mission in your community, and 

_____ 
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SOUL OF NATIONS INC. 

Soul of Nations is a for-purpose organization established to uplift the vast amounts of displaced Native 
American communities. Established in 2015, Soul of Nations has dedicated majority of its efforts in 
supporting Native American youth through inspiring business creativity, encouraging academic 
excellence, and engagement in the arts. Operating as a 501c(3), Soul of Nations strives to enhance the 
quality of life for many impoverished Tribal American communities and to meet the needs of the 
younger generation.   

I. Mission 
Soul of Nations exists to inspire Native American youth to pursue and achieve their goals. We stress 
the importance of education and provide Indigenous youth with a platform for free expression. Our 
programs help to foster the next generation of community leaders in the fields of business and art. We 
are continuing to fulfill this mission through:  
     -   Providing students with financial assistance   

- Establishing programs that will inspire business creativity and community leadership 
- Galvanizing artistic zeal 
- Partnering with like minded organizations who support the betterment of Tribal communities 

                                                                                                                                      
          II. Vision 

Soul of Nations envisions a world where Native American peoples are respected as contemporary 
societies and are treated equally. Through our efforts we are working towards creating a powerful 
network of talented and multifaceted youth leaders to create impactful and longstanding 
opportunities. 

          III. Goal 
Soul of Nations would like to provide assistance to Tribal communities on three continents: North 
America, South America, and Africa. 

_____ 
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EXPANSION 

When Soul of Nations first began entering into the world of philanthropy, the majority of programmatic work 
was confined to one small town called Gallup, New Mexico, which is positioned just outside of the Navajo 

Reservation. This year, Soul of Nations was able to expand it’s level of programmatic outreach both 
domestically and abroad. Through the launch of the Indigenous Art Expansion Initiative, Soul of Nations was 

able to fulfill its mission far beyond the reservation lands of the American Southwest.   

As a result of the Indigenous Art Expansion Initiative, Soul of Nations was able to open two new field offices, 
open an international base in Europe, and increase unconventional domestic and international art 

programming by attendance by 70 percent. 

_____ 
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INITIATIVES 

The goal of the Indigenous Art Expansion initiative is to provide Native American youth and 
disadvantaged communities with greater access to contemporary art and arts education. Through 
implementing systemic and organizational change, the Indigenous Art Expansion initiative will increase 
Soul of Nations’ level of impact, both regionally and internationally. This work will help Soul of Nations 
to continue achieving its mission and build longterm organizational sustainability.  

As a result of the Indigenous Art Expansion, Soul of Nations will have successfully opened a 
contemporary art institution called Soul Center for the Arts and will have seen tremendous growth in all 
youth art programs.  

Having the proper resources through this transformative walk is vital for Soul of Nations’ health and 
growth. Through this transformation, Soul of Nations will be more equipped to become a key influencer 
in the field of Indigenous Contemporary Art and better positioned to pioneer life-changing art and 
educational experiences that have a greater impact on Indigenous communities and present the 
opportunity for international exposure.  

OBJECTIVE 1: By May 2019, Soul of Nations will have successfully opened a contemporary art 
Institution called Soul Center for the Arts in partnership with the Museum of World Cultures in 
Genoa, Italy.  
OBJECTIVE 2: By January 2019, all of Soul of Nations’ youth art programs will have a national 
focus.  

_____ 
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VISION FOR THE FUTURE 

Soul of Nations believes that where there is no vision, there is no restraint. Within the next ten years, 
Soul of Nations will have gained the necessary resources to have become a premier cultural 
organization for the proliferation of Indigenous contemporary art and arts education. Soul of Nations’ 
vision for the future also coincides with The Endeavor Foundation’s key focus areas to enhance the life 
of the mind and spirit through emboldening the arts; enhancing the prospects for international peace, 
understanding, and cooperation; addressing significant issues in human growth and development; 
promoting liberal arts education.  

1-3 YEARS (2019-2021)  

   - Opening of Soul Center for the Arts in Europe  

   - National program focus national 

3-5 YEARS (2021-2023)  

   - Capital campaign for a permanent art center and art fair facility in Europe  

   - International programming focus expansion 

5-10 YEARS (2023-2028) 

   - Organizational stability through earned revenue from Soul Center for the Arts 

   - Soul Center for the Arts attains accreditation to offer degree/certificate programs  

_____ 
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OUR PARTNERS  

Through charitable contributions, community support, media sponsorships, and in-kind gifts, Soul of Nations 
has been able to expand its work like never before. Our team understands that not everyone is finically able 
to support our mission monetarily. Therefore, the Soul of Nations’ team has been so grateful for the gifts we 
have received no matter the size and fashion.   

BENEFACTORS 

Thunderbird Sponsors 
Virginia Ullman Foundation 
Jaques and Natasha Gelman Foundation 
Wells Fargo Bank 
The Endeavor Foundation Inc. 

Coyote Sponsors 
First Nations Development Institute  
Museum of Northern Arizona 
The Carter Family 
The Hill Family 

Arrowhead Sponsors 
The Jakes Family Foundation  
Antique Tribal Art Dealers Association 
Heard Museum 
Hobbs Straus  
The Traylor Family 
The Cash Family 
Don White 
Tabitha Goggins 
Micha Beastly 
Bria Cowans 
Janice Thompson 

Raindance Sponsors 
The Lyle Family 
Patricia Decker 
Nile Simmons 
Briannon Kelley 
Keith Martin 
Robert Brown Gallery 
Turquoise Tortes Gallery 
Hill Communications Group 

IN-KIND 

Park South Hotel NYC 
Trader Joe’s 
New York University 
George Washington University 
United States Senate 
Navajo Nation Museum 
Commune di Genova 

US Department of State 

_____ 
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L o u i s  G .  L i b e r t a ,  C PA  

D o u g l a s  P.  M i l o ,  C PA

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT

To the Board of directors of
Soul of Nations Incorporated

We have audited the accompanying statement of position of Soul of Nations 
Incorporated (a nonprofit organization) as of December 31, 2017 and the related 
notes to the financial statements. These financial statements are the 
responsibility of the Foundation’s Management. Our responsibility is to express 
an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally 
accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan 
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes 
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in 
the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting 
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as 
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We belive that our audit 
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. 

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all 
material respects, the financial status of the charitable organization as of 
December 31, 2017 and are in conformity with accounting principles generally 
accepted in the United States of America. 

January 20, 2018
Roslyn, New York

1044 NORTHERN BOULEVARD . SUITE 207 . ROSLYN, NY 11576
TEL (516)484-7560 . FAX (516)484-4972

_____ 
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SOUL  OF  NATIONS  INC.

ORGANIZATIONAL BUDGET OF 2018

Income

   Grants & Contributions
      Grants 237,834.00
      Contributions 15,283.13
    Total Grants & Contributions 253,117.13

   In-kind Income
      Personnel
          Professional development 5,000.00
          Benefits & fringe 22,702.00
          Salaries & wages 119,130.00
      Rent - utilities included
          Headquarters 28,896.00
          Field Offices 8,194.00
      Operations
          Travel 6,205.54
          Telecommunications 860.39
          Printing 785.90
          Supplies 741.83
          Equipment 770.32
          Postage & shipping 197.64
          Program service expense 6,254.08
      Professional Services
          Legal 660.00
          Accounting 3,700.00
          Consultants - other 1,820.00
      Memberships 150.00
   Total In-kind Income 205,917.70

 Total Income 459,034.83

Expenses

   Grants & Awards
      Grants & Awards 50,000
    Total Grants & Awards 50,000

   Operations
      Travel 3,821.00
      Rent - utilities included 21,646.00
      Telecommunications 657.10
      Printing 2,577.00
      Supplies 1,197.91
      Equipment 3,102.00
      Postage & shipping 18,284.00
      Program service expense 45,102.00
      Insurance 4,090.10
   Total Operations 100,477.11

   In-kind Expenses
      Personnel
          Professional development 5,000.00
          Benefits & fringe 22,702.00
          Salaries & wages 119,130.00
      Rent - utilities included
          Headquarters 28,896.00
          Field Office 8,194.00
      Operations
          Travel 6,205.54
          Telecommunications 860.39
          Printing 785.90
          Supplies 741.83
          Equipment Rental 770.32
          Postage & shipping 197.64
          Program service expense 6,254.08
      Professional Services
          Legal 660.00
          Accounting 3,700.00
          Consultants - other 1,820.00
      Memberships 150.00
   Total In-kind Expenses 205,917.70

 Total Expenses 356,394.81

NET ASSETS 102,640.02

SOUL  OF  NATIONS  INC.

ORGANIZATIONAL BUDGET OF 2019

Projected Income

   Grants & Contributions
      Grants 237,834.00
      Contributions 152,138.00
    Total Grants & Contributions 389,972.00

   In-kind Income
      Personnel
          Professional development 5,000.00
          Benefits & fringe 22,702.00
          Salaries & wages 119,130.00
      Rent - utilities included
          Headquarters 28,896.00
          Field Offices 58,194.00
      Operations
          Travel 6,205.54
          Telecommunications 860.39
          Printing 785.90
          Supplies 741.83
          Equipment 770.32
          Postage & shipping 197.64
          Program service expense 6,254.08
      Professional Services
          Legal 660.00
          Accounting 3,700.00
          Consultants - other 1,820.00
      Memberships 150.00
   Total In-kind Income 255,917.70

 Total Projected Income 645,889.70

Projected Expenses

   Grants & Awards
      Grants & Awards 70,000
    Total Grants & Awards 70,000

   Operations
      Travel 3,821.00
      Rent - utilities included 21,646.00
      Telecommunications 657.10
      Printing 2,577.00
      Supplies 1,197.91
      Equipment 3,102.00
      Postage & shipping 18,284.00
      Program service expense 45,102.00
      Insurance 4,090.10
   Total Operations 100,477.11

   In-kind Expenses
      Personnel
          Professional development 5,000.00
          Benefits & fringe 22,702.00
          Salaries & wages 119,130.00
      Rent - utilities included
          Headquarters 28,896.00
          Field Office 8,194.00
      Operations
          Travel 6,205.54
          Telecommunications 860.39
          Printing 785.90
          Supplies 741.83
          Equipment Rental 770.32
          Postage & shipping 197.64
          Program service expense 6,254.08
      Professional Services
          Legal 660.00
          Accounting 3,700.00
          Consultants - other 1,820.00
      Memberships 150.00
   Total In-kind Expenses 205,917.70

 Total Projected Expenses 376,394.81

NET ASSETS 269,494.89

�16
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BREA FOLEY ART PROGRAM 

The Brea Foley Art Program was created to provide Indigenous youth artists with greater access to the 
arts. The Brea Foley Art Program aims to rebuild cultural self-confidence, challenge personal boundaries, and 
foster cultural continuity while reflecting artistic diversity. Soul of Nations wants to show the world that our 
nation’s first people are still here and thriving in the best ways possible. What better way to validate 
contemporary Native life and strength than through the arts? Soul of Nations believes that art is a universal 
language that carries the story of honesty, history, and belonging. 

This summer, select student artists have the opportunity to: travel to New York City to be celebrated at a 
special reception event held at the Smithsonian Institution National Museum of the American 
Indian; participate in an artist residency project at New York University Tisch School of the Arts; and exhibit 
their artwork at ‘form & concept’ during Santa Fe Indian Market. 

_____ 
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NEW MUSEUM EXHIBITION 

Renowned Indigenous artist, Jeffrey Gibson, shot portraits of Soul of Nations’ student artists in his handmade 
contemporary regalia-like sculptural pieces. The images were used as artworks themselves were shown at the 
New Museum in New York City in an exhibition entitled, “The Anthropophagic Effect”. The exhibition title 
alludes to Oswald de Andrade’s legendary 1928 Anthropophagic Manifesto, which argued that indigenous 
communities could devour colonizers’ culture as a way of rejecting domination and radically transforming 
Western culture to their own ends. Gibson notes that Indigenous crafts and designs have “historically been 
used to signify identity, tell stories, describe place, and mark cultural specificity,” explaining, “I engage 
materials and techniques as strategies to describe a contemporary narrative that addresses the past in order 
to place oneself in the present and to begin new potential trajectories for the future.” Employing techniques 
learned over the course of the residency, Gibson has produced a new series of garments that will be activated 
through performances and staged photo shoots in the Fifth Floor Gallery. 

_____ 
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SANTA FE INDIAN MARKET SHOW 

It’s safe to say that the  Brea Foley Art Program  is one-of-a-kind. The initiative, by Washington, D.C. and 
Arizona-based nonprofit Soul of Nations, vaults teens from Southwestern Indigenous communities into the 
upper echelons of the art world. This year’s program had hundreds of applicants and 15 finalists, all between 
the ages of 15 and 18. Three winners jetted off to Manhattan for a residency at New York University’s Tisch 
School of the Arts. 

Later in the summer, all of the finalists exhibited together at form & concept gallery in Santa Fe, on the 
weekend of this year’s SWAIA Santa Fe Indian Market. The Soul of Nations Group Exhibition with a reception 
on Friday, August 17 from 5 to 7 pm. Inspired by the theme “Honor the Earth,” the participants offer fresh 
perspectives on Indigenous identity, contemporary culture and the state of the environment. 

_____ 
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CONGRESSIONAL EXHIBITION 
PROJECT 

The Congressional Exhibition Project is an initiative created to display young and emerging Native American 
contemporary artists in honor of November’s Native American Heritage Month. Select Native youth artists  
were exhibited in the United States Russell Senate Building Rotunda in Washington, DC opening on Monday, 
November 12, 2018. Select artists were flown to Washington, DC for the art reception being held on 
Wednesday, November 14, 2018. Soul of Nations accepts applications from Native American artists who 
attend a high school or college in the United States and work with two dimensional based media (paintings, 
drawings, and photography). All artworks must complied with the theme of this year’s project “Native 
American Dream.”  

_____ 
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NATIVE AMERICAN ART RECEPTION 

The Congressional Exhibition Project is an initiative created to display young and emerging Native American 
contemporary artists in honor of November’s Native American Heritage Month. Select Native youth artists 
were exhibited in the United States Russell Senate Building Rotunda in Washington, DC opening on Monday, 
November 12, 2018. Select artists were flown to Washington, DC for the art reception being held on 
Wednesday, November 14, 2018. Soul of Nations accepts applications from Native American artists who 
attend a high school or college in the United States and work with two dimensional based media (paintings, 
drawings, and photography). All artworks complied with the theme, “Native American Dream.”  

_____ 
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INDIGENOUS DREAM 
SCHOLARSHIP 

Soul of Nations provided a total of $50,000 in academic scholarships to Native American students attending 
an accredited undergraduate university through the Indigenous Dream Scholarship. Scholarships are awarded 
to students, ages 15-25, who major in a field related to business, visual art, and health services. Students must 
be registered as a full-time freshman, sophomore, or junior during the time their application is submitted. 
There is no GPA requirement for the Indigenous Dream Scholarship. The scholarship is only intended to be 
used to cover the costs of course books and other academic-related expenses. 

By providing financial support, Soul of Nations is assisting goal-oriented students in attaining and retaining a 
higher education. Through the Indigenous Dream Scholarship, Soul of Nations and its supporters are giving 
young students who have the desire to succeed, the means to do so. 

_____ 
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NATIVE COLLEGIATE ARTIST 
RESIDENCY 

Support for individual artists and arts education has been a focus of Soul of Nations’ programming since 
inception. Soul of Nations believes that the arts cannot flourish or enhance community life without the ideas, 
energy, and drive of individual artists and that artists cannot make these contributions without unfettered 
creative time and space. The Native Collegiate Artist Residency will take place at, New York University Tisch 
School of the Arts in New York City helps young Native American student artists set aside a period of time for 
study, reflection, experimentation, exploration, and the opportunity to work on a new project. The project is 
designed for students interested in furthering their education and careers in fields related to photography 
and imaging, film and television, creative writing, or interactive media arts. Soul of Nations will provide 24-
hour chaperoning, lodging, transportation, meals. and supplies/equipment. Soul of Nations will cover all flight 
arrangements to and from New York City. The concept of the Artist Residency project was established to help 
support the development of young visual artists and to inspire them to one day achieve a college education 

_____ 
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DIGITAL NATIVES 

DIGITAL NATIVES celebrates the cultural richness of belonging to a minority culture and give young 
participants the opportunity to bring to the foreground the distinct aspects of their cultural heritage that 
make up important parts of their identity. In this way, we hope to use our project DIGITAL NATIVES to 
empower young Native American women and young Belgian women of non-Belgian descent to showcase the 
aspects of their heritage and identity that are not always positively depicted in the popular imagination, now 
dominated by images shared online. In doing so we hope to leverage digital tools and networks to meet 
young people where they live online. While also giving some of the more isolated participants the 
opportunity to harness the power of the internet to connect, preserve and promote new narratives through 
images and networks, while maximizing impact and constructing digital infrastructure to support ongoing 
relationships beyond the scope of the project itself. This project unfolded from November 2018 through May 
2019 via virtual exchange workshops, individual art-making and two in-person exchanges, enhanced by online 
and physical exhibitions in both places. Through this process, the young women will explore the intersections 
between them in terms of culture, heritage, history, politics, and contemporary experiences of indigenous 
communities in America and migrant communities in Belgium. This exploration will help the young women to 
conceptualize how their cultures intersect within the framework of a number of issues pertaining to the access 
and deployment of digital tools, as well as representation in the popular imagination (as women and 
minorities in multicultural societies). DIGITAL NATIVES uses art-making, education, technology and exchange 
to celebrate the unique cultural heritage and creativity of twenty young women ages 18-25, living in the 
United States and in Belgium, recruited through an open call. We intend to make a special effort to recruit 
participants from diverse and underprivileged backgrounds.  

_____ 
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SOUL CENTER FOR THE ARTS 

Soul Center for the Arts is an art gallery dedicated to exhibiting Indigenous contemporary works and life. This 
center will also facilitate workshops to encourage international art programming for aspiring and emerging 
Indigenous artists native to the Western hemisphere. The mission of Soul Center for the Arts is: to house 
exhibitions, information, and documentation of Indigenous forward contemporary art so that the modern 
anthropology of the Native American can be properly elucidated and illustrated. Soul Center for the Arts will 
provide international art experiences for impecunious Indigenous communities through workshops and 
exhibitions. Exhibitions will showcase living Indigenous contemporary artists of all ages, only including objects 
created before 1990. The workshop offered through Soul Center for the Arts will help Native artists share and 
learn cultural and contemporary practices beyond their Tribal homelands. The objective of a workshop is to 
unite Native American arts and culture with modern societies, thus promoting inter-cultural dialogue on a 
global scale. 

_____ 
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ONLINE OUTREACH 

Soul of Nations’ social media following and online presence overall had a major increase in following for the 
better. Soul of Nations utilizes Instagram as a primary tool for social engagement and outreach with 
Indigenous community members in students. Soul of Nations’ website has been redesigned to reflect new 
programming and opportunities being offered through our work. 

_____ 
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SOUL OF NATIONS INC. 
TEAM 

Staff Members 
Ernest Hill Jr., JD 
Executive Director 

Darnelle Casimir 
Programs Director 
Shinnecock 

Felicia Begay 
External Relations 
Navajo 

Ammon Lyle 
Finance Coordinator 

Lisa Napper, PsyD 
Communications Director 
Apache

Board of Directors 
Ernest Hill Sr., Ph.D 

Joy Turner 
Mississippi Band of Choctaw 

Tabitha Goggins 
Mississippi Band of Choctaw 

Samantha Maltis 
Mashpee Wampanoag 

Art Advisory Board  
Bill Swan 
Pratt Institute  

Kim Moxley 
United States Senate 
Cherokee Nation 

Trey Moynihan 
Smithsonian Institution National Museum 
of the American Indian 

Kathleen Ash-Milby 
Smithsonian Institution National Museum 
of the American Indian 
Diné 

Freddi Bitsoie 
Navajo Nation Museum 
Diné 
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CONTACT        ERNEST HILL 
             EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
     (202) 643-2164 
      ERNEST@SOULOFNATIONS.ORG 

    HEADQUARTERS 
    455 Massachusetts Avenue, NW 
    Washington, D.C. 20001 
    United States of America 
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